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Abstract

Large language models (LLMs) have shown
promising ability to generate synthetic query-
document pairs by prompting with as few as
8 demonstrations (Dai et al., 2022). This has
enabled building better IR models, especially
for tasks with no training data. Typically, such
synthetic query generation (QGen) approaches
condition on an input context (e.g. a text doc-
ument) and generate a query relevant to that
context, or condition the QGen additionally on
the relevance label (e.g. relevant vs irrelevant)
to generate queries across relevance buckets.
However, we find that such QGen approaches
are sub-optimal as they require the model to
reason about the desired label and the input
from a handful of examples. In this work, we
propose to reduce this burden of LLMs by gen-
erating queries simultaneously for different la-
bels. We hypothesize that instead of asking
the model to generate, say, an irrelevant query
given an input context, asking the model to
generate an irrelevant query relative to a rel-
evant query is a much simpler task. Exten-
sive experimentation across nine IR datasets
shows that synthetic queries generated in such
a fashion translates to better downstream per-
formance.

1 Introduction

Recently, Large Language Models (LLMs) (GPT-
3:Brown et al. (2020), PaLM: Anil et al. (2023),
LLAMA-2 Touvron et al. (2023)) have been ap-
plied to automatically generate task-specific data
which can be used to train downstream models
(section 6). For example, Promptagator (Dai et al.,
2022) and InPars (Bonifacio et al., 2022) use as
few as 8 task-specific demonstrations and prompt
the LLM to generate synthetic queries for new doc-
uments. These demonstrations are pairs of input-
output examples where the input is a document text
and the output is a query relevant to that context.
However, this process only generates “relevant”

synthetic queries. To create the corresponding neg-
ative or “irrelevant” pairs, a retriever is used to
retrieve documents for each synthetic query, from
which the hard negatives are constructed. Finally,
a task-specific downstream model is trained using
this synthetic data. Chaudhary et al. (2023) forgo
the retriever step, and instead generate queries
across different relevance buckets (e.g. relevant
and irrelevant) by providing the relevance label
along with the document as the context. Although,
they find conditioning query generation (QGen) on
the different relevance labels does outperform ap-
proaches such as Promptagator, the downstream
model trained on the task-specific synthetic data is
outperformed by the traditional transfer learning
model, where a model is trained on a related dataset
and directly applied to the target task.

In this work, we propose a novel few-shot QGen
approach where we prompt the model to generate
queries across different relevance labels relative to
each other. For example, given an input document
and two relevance labels (relevant and irrelevant),
the model is required to generate both a relevant
query and an irrelevant query. By forcing the model
to generate an irrelevant query after generating a
relevant query, forces the model to condition on
the previously generated query along with the doc-
ument context (Figure 1). We hypothesize this is
a much more simpler task for the model in com-
parison to generating, say, an irrelevant query from
only the document context or the label alone. This
is inspired from the observation that both humans
and LLMs find the task of comparing two things
with respect to each other a simpler task, as op-
posed to judging things in isolation (Christiano
et al., 2017; Qin et al., 2023) and such a binary
comparison protocol is specially actively applied
for LLM alignment (Touvron et al., 2023). To
evaluate our hypothesis, we conduct zero-shot ex-
periments with IR datasets from the BEIR (Thakur
et al., 2021) benchmark. We generate synthetic
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Figure 1: An overview of our proposed pairwise query generation approach (GENERATE-PAIRWISE), where we
prompt the model to generate both the relevant and the irrelevant query at the same time, forcing the model to
condition the irrelevant query generation on the previous generated query. We compare the proposed approach with
previous QGen approaches, GENERATE-RELEVANT-ONLY, where only relevant queries are generated followed by
a retriever to retrieve irrelevant examples and, LABEL-CONDITIONED, where the query generation is conditioned
on one relevance label, at a time, to generate a query. Next, the generated queries are filtered automatically to
ensure self-consistency. and the resulting synthetic data is used for downstream training.

data for each task by prompting the LLM with only
10 examples from MS-MARCO (Nguyen et al.,
2016) and train a downstream model. We use the
downstream task performance as a signal to eval-
uate the effectiveness of the QGen model and our
key observations are:

• Generating queries relative to each other leads
to an improved downstream score – (+8.6
NDCG@10) avg. improvement over exist-
ing QGen approaches for five out of six BEIR
datasets. (Table 1)

• For three datasets, the downstream model
trained only on our generated queries even out-
performs the strong skyline of transfer learn-
ing model which is fine-tuned on ∼ 6M MS-
MARCO examples and directly applied to the
target task. For two datasets, the best QGen
model is only 3 points behind this strong sky-
line model, suggesting the generated data is
almost at par with human-labeled data.

• A case study on fine-grained relevance predic-
tion shows that generating pairwise queries is
also well-suited to generate nuanced queries
across multiple relevance labels (Table 5).

2 Synthetic Query Generation

We follow Promptagator’s few-shot query genera-
tion (QGen) setup, which comprises of three steps,
namely, prompt-based query generation, query fil-
tration, and, downstream model training.

2.1 Background: Prompt-Based QGen
The first step of the QGen process generates task-
specific query-document pairs using an instruction
prompt p and the target task T ’s document corpus
DT . Existing approaches such as Promptagator
and InPars generate relevant query-document pairs.
Specifically, Promptagator use k task-specific rel-
evant query-document pairs as the instruction
prompt pT = {(di, qi)k, dt}, where the document
di is relevant to the query qi, and dt denotes the
new document for which we want to generate the
query. The prompt pT is then run on the target
task corpus DT to generate a large relevant query-
document set. Chaudhary et al. (2023) condition
the QGen model on the relevance label as well,
which allows them to generate query-document
pairs across different relevance labels (l ∈ L),
where L is the set of all labels. The instruction
prompt pT ={(li, di, qi)k, (lt, dt)} comprises of k
query-document-label triplets, where for the doc-
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ument di the query qi’s relevance label is li. To
generate a new query, the prompt takes the desired
label (lt) along with the document (dt), generating
a query whose relevance level with the document
is implied by the label.

2.2 Proposed: Pairwise Query Generation
Both the label-conditioned (Chaudhary et al., 2023)
and the non-label conditioned (Promptagator), gen-
erate queries in isolation of other queries. As mo-
tivated in the introduction, comparing two outputs
is an easier setup as opposed to evaluating an out-
put in isolation (Christiano et al., 2017; Qin et al.,
2023). This makes us wonder whether formulating
the QGen task in a similar fashion would lead to
high-quality synthetic data.

Specifically, we propose pairwise query genera-
tion, where given an input document, the model is
required to generate both the relevant and the irrele-
vant query. Like before, we construct an instruction
prompt p using k input-output examples, where the
input is a document d and and the output is a pair of
queries (qrel, qirrel) where the first query qrel is rele-
vant to the d while the second query qirrel is irrele-
vant. The pairwise prompt, therefore, is as follows:
p= {(di, qrel, qirrel)

k, dt}. Given a new document,
the model is expected to generate both the rele-
vant and the irrelevant queries at the same time, as
shown in Table 7. By forcing the model to generate
both queries, the generation of the irrelevant query
is conditioned on the previously generated relevant
query along with the input context. Note, the gener-
ated irrelevant query will be thematically similar to
the input document and not completely unrelated.
In other words, these queries are “hard negatives”,
which previous works (Gao et al., 2021; Karpukhin
et al., 2020; Guu et al., 2020) have shown to be bet-
ter for training downstream IR models rather than
using randomly sampled or in-batch negatives.

2.3 Query Filtration
After generating the synthetic queries, round-trip
consistency filter (Alberti et al., 2019) is applied to
remove noisy queries. For example, Promptagator
use a retriever trained on the synthetic data to check
whether the generated query is relevant to the docu-
ment from which it was generated, and find that in-
cluding the round-trip filtering is important for im-
proving the query quality. Given the superiority of
LLMs, we prompt the LLM again, but this time to
predict whether the generated synthetic query qsyn
is relevant or not to the document dt from which it

was generated. Specifically, the prompt comprises
of k query-document example pairs across both
relevance labels: pfilter = {(qi, di, li)k, (qsyn, dt)},
where l ∈ L = {relevant, irrelevant}. We apply
the pfilter on the synthetic query-document pair
(qsyn, dt) and compute the log-likelihood to score
each output label L, given the prompt. Then, we
select the label with the highest score, as shown
below: lpred = argmaxL score(l, pfilter) where p
refers to the filtration prompt and score is the log-
likelihood. We only retain those queries whose
predicted label lpred matches the label for which the
query was generated. For instance, in our proposed
pairwise QGen, the first query will be retained only
if it is rated as relevant and, similarly, the second
query if it is rated as not relevant. In addition to
the round-trip filtering, we also remove duplicate
queries, i.e. queries that got labeled with different
relevance labels for the same document, following
Chaudhary et al. (2023).

2.4 Downstream Model Training
Finally, a downstream model is trained on the fil-
tered synthetic data. Promptagator train a task-
specific retriever and a re-ranker on the synthetic
query-document pairs as their end-task is to im-
prove document retrieval. Similar to Chaudhary
et al. (2023) we train a relevance prediction model,
since our goal is to improve zero-shot relevance
prediction. Note that through our proposed method,
the model is able to generate both relevant and ir-
relevant examples, alleviating the need of running
the additional step of an retriever, as done by Dai
et al. (2022) and Bonifacio et al. (2022).

3 Experimental Setup

Our goal is to improve relevance prediction for
tasks with no training data, for which we generate
sufficient synthetic data and train a downstream
model. We experiment with six English IR tasks
from the BEIR benchmark (Thakur et al., 2021),
under zero-shot settings, where we generate query-
document examples for each task. We construct
the prompt using a fixed set of examples from
the MS-MARCO dataset (Nguyen et al., 2016),
which covers a variety of domains, and generate
new queries using the respective target task’s doc-
ument corpora.1 We summarize all the datasets in

1During the review process, a reviewer raised questions
about the use of term ‘zero-shot’ for our experimental set-
ting. In many of the public datasets (e.g. BEIR, MIRACL,
MS-MARCO, etc), usually a large document corpora is pro-
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subsection A.1.

3.1 Model

QGen Model For both the query generation and
query filtration, we use PaLM-2 (M) (Anil et al.,
2023), a multilingual LLM pretrained on a variety
of corpora such as web documents, books, code,
mathematics and conversational data, to name a
few. For some datasets the provided document
corpora is quite large, thus, we randomly sample
50,000 documents for each task to apply the QGen
model, except for TREC-COVID where we use all
the documents to measure the effect of using the
entire corpus.

Downstream Model To evaluate the quality of
the generated queries, we train a pointwise encoder
using mt5-XXL (Xue et al., 2021) for relevance
prediction. We use all of the filtered synthetic data
as our training split. As validation split, we sample
5k examples (2,500 for each binary relevance label)
from MS-MARCO, and use the test split of the tar-
get task to report the final metric. Similar to Chaud-
hary et al. (2023), we use the NDCG metric to re-
port the downstream model performance.2 NDCG
measures the ranking performance i.e. whether
the model is able to rank true relevant documents
higher than any other document. For some datasets
such as TREC-COVID, Touché, and DBPedia, the
test split already contains examples of not relevant
and partially relevant query-document examples, in
addition to the relevant examples. However, for the
other three datasets, the test split only provides rel-
evant examples, assuming every other document to
be irrelevant. Therefore, for such datasets, follow-
ing Zhuang et al. (2022) and Dai et al. (2022), we
use BM25 to retrieve top-20 documents for each
test query and combine that with gold-annotated
relevant examples. Please refer to subsection A.2

vided separately in addition to the train/valid/test qrels (i.e.
the query-document relevance judgements). The documents
covered in the train/valid/test are a subset of this large cor-
pora. And often it happens that even across this gold-standard
train/valid/test files, there is a significant document overlap
(of course the queries are unique across the train/valid/test). In
our setting, for QGen, we randomly choose documents from
this separately provided corpora. As in a zero-shot setting, we
assume we have no information about the test set i.e. we do
not know what queries or documents are annotated in the test
set. Hence, from that perspective, we refer to the evaluation
setting as zero-shot.

2As explained in Section 4.3 of Chaudhary et al. (2023),
using NDCG over accuracy avoids the need for mapping labels
across different datasets, as many test datasets do not have the
same label set as the train dataset.

for the hyperparameter settings for the QGen model
and the downstream model.

3.2 Baselines

Transfer Learning Fine-tuning a model on a re-
lated dataset and applying it as-is on a new do-
main, is an effective strategy to improve zero-shot
performance. Specifically, for all BEIR datasets,
we fine-tune a mt5-XXL model on the general
purpose MS-MARCO dataset. We sample 6 mil-
lion query-document examples, equally distributed
across both relevant and irrelevant labels. We treat
this model as a skyline as tit has access to all train-
ing data while for QGen models only 10 examples
are used.

Generate-Relevant-Only We prompt the LLM
to generate relevant-only queries, similar to Promp-
tagator (Dai et al., 2022), where our prompt con-
sists of 10 MS-MARCO examples of relevant
query-document pairs and the LLM generates rele-
vant queries for a new document. Next, a filtration
prompt is applied to remove queries that are not
relevant to the document from which they were
generated. We use a T5-based retriever (Ni et al.,
2021, 2022) to retrieve hard negatives i.e. one ir-
relevant document for each synthetic query, similar
to Promptagator. Since our main goal is to evalu-
ate the quality of different QGen models, we use a
general-purpose retriever while Promptagator train
a task-specific retriever.

Label-Conditioned Following Chaudhary et al.
(2023), we prompt the model to generate a query
by using the required relevance label and the docu-
ment as context. Specifically, the prompt includes
5 relevant and 5 irrelevant MS-MARCO query-
document examples. For a new task document,
we then generate synthetic queries for both the rel-
evant and irrelevant label. Next, we prompt the
LLM with the generated query and document to
predict the relevance label and filter those queries
whose desired label does not match the predicted
label. Since the model already generates irrelevant
examples, we directly train the downstream model
on the above data, without running the retriever.

3.3 Proposed Models

We experiment with the following two model vari-
ants under the pairwise query generation approach.

Generate-Pairwise We prompt the model to gen-
erate both the relevant and the irrelevant query for
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Gold Negatives Gold + BM25 Negatives

Model TREC-COVID Touché DBPedia Climate-Fever FIQA FEVER
(all) (50k) (50k) (50k) (50k) (50k)

Skyline Transfer Learning 0.7615 0.7714 0.6181 0.5129 0.6781 0.9041

Baseline Generate-Relevant-Only 0.4145 0.6512 0.5471 0.4704 0.6027 0.7915
Label-Conditioned 0.7765 0.7466 0.5152 0.4888 0.4005 0.7032

Ours Generate-Pairwise 0.7831 0.7881 0.5631 0.5562 0.4769 0.7235
Iterative-Pairwise 0.8004 0.7762 0.5557 0.4972 0.6584 0.7054

Table 1: We compare the NDCG@10 metric on the test split of all tasks (higher the better). ‘Gold Negatives’
refer to those datasets where the negative examples are also provided by the BEIR benchmark, while ‘Gold+BM25
Negatives’ refer to the datasets where no gold negatives are provided. For such datasets, BM25 is used to retrieve
top-20 documents which are combined with the gold positive examples (i.e. relevant documents), over which the
NDCG@10 is reported. The number in the brackets below each dataset refers to number of documents used for
query generation. Overall best scores are underlined and the best scores among the QGen models are highlighted.

a given document, at the same time. Specifically,
we prompt the model with the same 10 relevant
query-document examples as above, but for each
relevant query-document pair, we additionally also
add an irrelevant query, as shown in Table 7. We
generate two outputs for each document, which
in this case means two relevant and two irrelevant
queries. Next, we filter the queries using the fil-
tration prompt and train the downstream model.
Similar to the LABEL-CONDITIONED model, the
retriever step is not applied as both relevant and
irrelevant examples are generated.

Iterative-Pairwise Similar to the GENERATE-
RELEVANT-ONLY model, we first generate
relevant-only queries for each document and fil-
ter queries that are rated as not relevant. Next, we
prompt the LLM again with the same document
context along with the filtered relevant query and
prompt the model to generate an irrelevant query,
using the same prompt as GENERATE-PAIRWISE

model. Then, we apply the filtration prompt on the
generated irrelevant queries, and remove queries
that are rated as relevant. This is similar in principle
to the above variant, where we still condition the
generation of the irrelevant query on the previous
generated relevant query. Like the above model,
for every QGen step we generate two outputs.

In Table 10–Table 12 we show the amount of
synthetic query-document examples generated for
different tasks across QGen models. Specifically,
we show the number of queries generated and fil-
tered after each QGen step, for each of the four
QGen models.

4 Results and Discussion

We report our main results in Table 1 and find that
among all QGen approaches, our proposed pair-
wise method results in the best downstream perfor-
mance for five out of the six tasks. Specifically, the
average improvement of GENERATE-PAIRWISE

over existing baselines is +5.6 NDCG@10 points
and that of ITERATIVE-PAIRWISE is +7.3 points.
We observe that even conditioning the QGen model
on the relevance label (LABEL-CONDITIONED) in
addition to the document context already outper-
forms the GENERATE-RELEVANT-ONLY model
by +2 NDCG@10 points (avg. across all tasks),
which is in-line with Chaudhary et al. (2023). The
proposed pairwise models further improves upon
LABEL-CONDITIONED by +7 NDCG@10 points
(avg.) across all tasks, suggesting that conditioning
on a previous generated query provides an even
stronger signal to the LLM to directly generate
ranked query-document pairs, which aligns with
our downstream task. Interestingly, we find that for
three of the datasets (TREC-COVID, Touché, and
Climate-FEVER), the models solely trained on syn-
thetic data even outperforms the transfer learning
skyline, where the entire MS-MARCO data was
used for fine-tuning. This is unlike Chaudhary et al.
(2023), where none of the QGen approaches out-
performed the simple but strong transfer learning
skyline. What makes this result interesting is that
in all of the QGen models, only 10 MS-MARCO
examples are used, highlighting again that a) qual-
ity matters over quantity i.e. LLMs can learn to
generate high-quality data given a good set of ex-
emplars, and b) even noisy in-domain training data
is effective than out-of-domain gold annotated data.
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QGen Prompt Source QGen Model NDCG@10

MS-MARCO Label-Conditioned 40.05
Generate-Pairwise 47.69

FIQA Label-Conditioned 45.44
Generate-Pairwise 56.45

Table 2: We compare the effect of using task-specific
exemplars (FIQA) in the QGen prompt over the generic
MS-MARCO exemplars.

However, for the FEVER task, GENERATE-
PAIRWISE is not the best performing model. This
is probably because there is a mis-match between
the irrelevant queries of the test split and the gen-
erated irrelevant queries. Since FEVER is a fact-
verification task, the irrelevant queries of the test
split (derived from sentence claims) are entity-
centric while the generated queries are more gen-
eral or concept-focused (check Table 14 for ex-
amples of generated queries). This is because
the model is copying the style of MSMARCO ex-
emplars used in the QGen prompt. GENERATE-
RELEVANT-ONLY is not affected because the irrel-
evant examples are derived from a retriever, i.e. for
every generated relevant query the top-retrieved
document forms the irrelevant example. Since
most generated relevant queries are already entity-
centric, the irrelevant examples align well with the
test split distribution. We conduct ablation experi-
ments to better understand the pairwise generation.

Do the trends hold if task-specific exemplars
are used in the QGen prompt? Yes! As men-
tioned above, we choose to use the same set of
exemplars from MS-MARCO to generate queries
for all tasks, while Promptagator use 8 task-specific
exemplars. Therefore, for one of the tasks, FIQA-
2018, we re-run two QGen models, namely LABEL-
CONDITIONED and GENERATE-PAIRWISE, but
this time constructing all prompts using 10 exem-
plars from the training corpus of FIQA-2018. From
Table 2, we find for both the QGen models using
task-specific exemplars leads to a gain in the per-
formance (+5 points for LABEL-CONDITIONED

model and +8 points for GENERATE-PAIRWISE).
This is expected given that the LLM is now given
in-domain knowledge to start from, however, with
this ablation we wanted to highlight that the gains
of the pairwise approach still hold.

Do the trends hold for smaller downstream
models? Yes! For many real-world applications
inference matters more than fine-tuning, since infer-

ence needs to run several times and often on large
set of documents.3 Therefore, we aim to examine
the QGen performance across smaller downstream
models. In Table 3, we compare the downstream
performance of three mt5-* models, namely, mt5-
Large (1.2B), mt5-XL (3.7B), and mt5-XXL (13B)
on four tasks.4 We find that the trends across all
model sizes are consistent, with the proposed pair-
wise QGen outperforming other models. This is
an important result as when there is insufficient
compute or the requirement is to rank millions of
documents, smaller models similarly benefit from
the proposed QGen models’ generated queries.

Do the trends hold for multilingual settings?
To some extent! We conduct a limited study with
the multilingual MIRACL (Zhang et al., 2023)
benchmark, using the English and Hindi datasets
(details in subsection A.1). From Table 4 we see
that GENERATE-PAIRWISE outperforms all the
baselines for the English dataset, while for Hindi
it is only 1.2 NDCG@10 points behind the best
performing LABEL-CONDITIONED. Interestingly,
we find that all QGen models outperform the sky-
line by a significant margin, including the skyline
trained on the in-domain MIRACL training por-
tions. This is because the in-domain gold training
data is limited in size (30k judgements for English
and 11k for Hindi), while the generated training
data is twice the quantity (Table 8).

Which proposed variant to prefer? Depends
on computation!. From the above results,
it is clear that our proposed variants, either
the GENERATE-PAIRWISE or the ITERATIVE-
PAIRWISE, outperform the existing QGen base-
lines on the downstream task. Given that both
our proposed variants have the same governing
principle behind the query generation process, a
natural question then arises when should one vari-
ant be preferred over the other.5 We recommend
choosing the approach based on the available com-
putation. For instance, the GENERATE-PAIRWISE

generates the relevant and irrelevant queries in a
single iteration, followed by a combined query fil-
tration which is computation friendly, whereas for
ITERATIVE-PAIRWISE variant, we have to undergo
two steps of query generation and two steps of fil-

3https://shorturl.at/jkAUZ
4https://github.com/google-research/

multilingual-t5
5We thank the reviewer for asking this question, which

prompted us to add the following paragraph in the paper.
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Model Size Type QGen Model Touché DBPedia Climate-Fever FIQA

XXL Baseline Generate-Relevant-Only 0.6512 0.5471 0.4704 0.6027
Label-Conditioned 0.7466 0.5152 0.4888 0.4005

Ours Generate-Pairwise 0.7881 0.5631 0.5562 0.4769
Iterative-Pairwise 0.7762 0.5557 0.4972 0.6584

XL Baseline Generate-Relevant-Only 0.6646 0.5153 0.4011 0.4636
Label-Conditioned 0.7466 0.5152 0.4888 0.4005

Ours Generate-Pairwise 0.7958 0.4942 0.5026 0.3604
Iterative-Pairwise 0.7903 0.5284 0.4667 0.5099

L Baseline Generate-Relevant-Only 0.6793 0.5102 0.3959 0.4093
Label-Conditioned 0.7835 0.3573 0.4033 0.2288

Ours Generate-Pairwise 0.8249 0.4871 0.4278 0.2684
Iterative-Pairwise 0.8070 0.4927 0.4200 0.4568

Table 3: Comparing the performance of the downstream models trained on the generated queries across different
sizes. Note here the generated queries for each downstream model is still from the PaLM-2 (M) model, we vary
the downstream model size and measure the NDCG@10 (higher the better).

QGen Model en hi

Skyline Transfer Learning (MS-MARCO) 0.5932 -
Transfer Learning (MIRACL) 0.5891 0.5449

Generate-Relevant-Only 0.7126 0.7123
Label-Conditioned 0.6225 0.8036

Ours Generate-Pairwise 0.7964 0.7912
Iterative-Pairwise 0.7899 0.7912

Table 4: We compare the NDCG@10 performance on
the MIRACL English and Hindi datasets.

tration, once for the relevant query generation and
next for the irrelevant query generation. Since the
latter is more selective, it results in fewer number of
total queries compared to the former (see Table 9–
Table 12) which could be also one reason why
ITERATIVE-PAIRWISE is sometimes slightly be-
hind GENERATE-PAIRWISE. This probably also ex-
plains why Iterative-Pairwise leads to better down-
stream performance for FIQA and TREC-COVID
datasets. Compared to other datasets, FIQA and
TREC-COVID are the furthest from the source do-
main (i.e. MS-MARCO) used for constructing the
prompt exemplars, which suggests that the queries
generated might not be of great quality and there-
fore the ITERATIVE-PAIRWISE method being more
selective, leads to higher performance.

For the above experiments, we generated queries
for binary labels. However, some tasks have nu-
anced relevance judgements, for instance, TREC
datasets are often annotated on 4-point scale. Could
we then generate queries for such nuanced labels

QGen Model NDCG@10

Skyline Transfer Learning* 0.8927

Baseline FINETUNE-BASED-LABELCOND 0.8553
(Chaudhary et al., 2023)
Generate-Relevant-Only 0.6112
Label-Conditioned 0.8779

Ours Generate-Pairwise 0.8882
Generate-AllLabels 0.8700

Table 5: We compare the effect of using QGen for
the fine-grained relevance prediction task. We include
the best performing QGen model from Chaudhary
et al. (2023) (FINETUNE-BASED-LABELCOND),
a mt5-XXL model fine-tuned for the query generation
task using relevance labels and documents as context.
*The skyline results are used from Chaudhary et al.
(2023).

using the above QGen approaches?.

5 Case Study: QGen for Fine-grained
Relevance Prediction

We follow Chaudhary et al. (2023) and conduct a
limited study where we use ESCI (Reddy et al.,
2022), a shopping relevance dataset, to generate
training data for another shopping dataset WANDS
(Chen et al., 2022). Unlike the BEIR benchmark,
where there were only two relevance labels, both
ESCI and WANDS are multi-class and have nu-
anced relevance labels (details in subsection A.1).

In this setting, we construct prompts for all the
QGen models using examples from ESCI. For ex-
ample, for the GENERATE-RELEVANT-ONLY, we
use the same setting as described in subsection 3.2,
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with the difference that instead of selecting ex-
emplars from MS-MARCO, we select 10 query-
product pairs from ESCI with the relevance label
as exact, and as before, we use a retriever to re-
trieve the hard negatives. For all the other models,
we generate queries across all relevance labels. For
example, for the LABEL-CONDITIONED model,
where we condition the query generation on the
label, we select 10 exemplars, ensuring at least
two examples for each of the four relevance labels
are included. Next, we generate queries for each
WANDS product and each of the four relevance
labels. For our proposed GENERATE-PAIRWISE

model, earlier, we prompted the model to generate
a relevant query followed by an irrelevant query.
Given that in this case there are four relevance la-
bels, we adapt the task of pairwise generation to
also take into account for which two labels the
queries need to be generated. Specifically, we
prompt the model with the product and an instruc-
tion outlining for which two of the four labels the
model should generate the queries (Table 6).6 Next,
to generate new queries for each WANDS prod-
uct, we create four label-combinations, namely,
exact-complement, complement-exact, substitute-
irrelevant, and irrelevant-substitute.7 We also ex-
tend the above model to generate queries for all
labels at the same time GENERATE-ALLLABELS.
In this setting, we prompt the model to also gen-
erate queries in the decreasing order of relevance.
As before, for each setting filter the queries whose
predicted label does not match the label for which
it was generated (details in subsection A.3). The
exact prompt formats are outlined in Table 6.

5.1 Results

In Table 5 we find that among all QGen models,
GENERATE-PAIRWISE performs the best. Chaud-
hary et al. (2023) found that a model (mt5-XXL)
fine-tuned for query-generation using labels as con-
ditioning context outperformed the prompt-based
LABEL-CONDITIONED QGen model. Interest-

6We prioritize including those label combinations where
the first label’s relevance is higher than the second label’s
relevance, for example, pairs such as exact-substitute, exact-
irrelevant. We do include two exemplars where the the first
query to be generated is for irrelevant label, ensuring that the
model has seen at least one example for all four labels.

7There were two reasons for these particular combinations:
1) these combinations ensure that for each product we generate
both query1 and query2 for each relevance label, and 2) by
skipping adjacent labels we hope to improve the generated out-
put quality as our initial experiments showed that the adjacent
labels often do not have clear separation boundary.

ingly, we find here that our prompt-based LABEL-
CONDITIONED model already outperforms Chaud-
hary et al. (2023)’s best model, which was fine-
tuned on millions of ESCI training examples, high-
lighting that PaLM-2 (M) model is a strong founda-
tional model even when used in a few-shot prompt
fashion. Within our proposed pairwise generation,
we find that requiring the model to generate queries
for all four labels (GENERATE-ALLLABELS) leads
to only 62k training examples as opposed to 168k
examples generated by restricting the model to
generate queries for only two labels. This is be-
cause nearly 46% of the LLM outputs were incor-
rectly formatted due to which the queries could
not be parsed.8 This is probably why the perfor-
mance of GENERATE-ALLLABELS is lower than
GENERATE-PAIRWISE. From Table 15, we see that
the generated queries for GENERATE-PAIRWISE

are indeed in the decreasing order of relevance,
while both the relevant and not-relevant queries for
GENERATE-RELEVANT-ONLY are in fact relevant
to the product, which probably explains the poor
performance of the latter model.

6 Related Work

LLMs have been extensively explored for syn-
thetic text generation across different tasks, such
as, Structured Prediction (Chen et al., 2023), Text
Classification (Gao et al., 2022; Meng et al., 2022;
Gupta et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023; Yu et al.,
2023b), Information Retrieval (Dai et al., 2022;
Bonifacio et al., 2022), to name a few.

LLMs for Query Generation As mentioned
above, Promptagator (Dai et al., 2022) and In-
Pars (Bonifacio et al., 2022) both generate rele-
vant queries, by prompting the model with relevant
examples. InPars also propose a second prompt
variant, called as GBQ (Guided By Bad Questions),
where the LLM is shown a bad question or an irrel-
evant question for every relevant query-document
example, similar to how we show irrelevant query
for every relevant example. However, InPars dis-
card the generated irrelevant questions and use a
retriever to retrieve irrelevant examples. Another
point of difference between Promptagator, InPars
and our work is the type of downstream training.
Because our main focus is to compare different
QGen approaches, we use a simple pointwise ob-
jective function i.e. pose the task as binary classifi-

8Details in subsection A.4
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cation, while Promptagator and InPars use ranking-
specific objective functions.

Task-Specific Prompting for Synthetic Text
Generation The most common prompting strat-
egy for text generation has been to use seed ex-
emplars where the prompt is guided by a label-
description (for example, Self-Instruct (Wang et al.,
2023) and AttrPrompt (Yu et al., 2023a) for text
classification tasks). Specifically, AttrPrompt find
that simply conditioning on class often leads to
lack of diversity in generated examples and pro-
pose to condition on other attributes such as length
and style. More recently, Gupta et al. (2023) pro-
pose TarGEN to generate synthetic data for text
classification tasks, without using seed exemplars.
Instead, TarGEN aim to generate diverse exam-
ples by incorporating task-specific elements (e.g.
linguistic information about the task) in the text
generation process. They first generate these task-
specific elements (these are not actual exemplars
but intermediate hints useful for the task) and simi-
lar to Chaudhary et al. (2023) they also condition
their example generation on the target label. The
generated examples are run through a LLM with a
task-specific prompt to remove examples, similar
to subsection 2.3. The above works suggest that
adding task-specific attributes is a useful prompting
strategy in addition to the final task labels, which
aligns well with our finding as well, where using
a ranking-based conditioning (e.g. GENERATE-
PAIRWISE and ITERATIVE-PAIRWISE) is helpful
for ranking tasks.

LLMs for Relevance Judgements Complemen-
tary to our work, LLMs have also been directly
used for relevance judgements or ranking doc-
uments (Thomas et al., 2023; Qin et al., 2023;
Zhuang et al., 2023; Faggioli et al., 2023) via
prompting. Qin et al. (2023) propose the pair-
wise ranking prompting (PRP) that uses a query
and a pair of documents as prompt to the LLMs
for ranking. Specifically, they find that instead of
asking the model to rank all documents in a list,
providing documents in pair simplifies the ranking
problem. In addition to using binary relevance la-
bels (relevant and irrelevant), some existing works
(Zhuang et al., 2023; Faggioli et al., 2023) also
prompt LLMs with intermediate relevance labels
(e.g. partially relevant) to improvie fine-grained
relevance prediction.

7 Next Steps

In this work, we have shown that by aligning the
query generation task with the downstream ranking
task, we are able to generate synthetic data useful
to the downstream task. In all the tasks, the query
generation is conditioned on the document or a
product context. However, there are tasks within
BEIR such as the Duplicate-Question Retrieval task
where the task is retrieving a duplicate or similar
question. Given there is no conditioning context,
it will be interesting to check how to adapt our
best performing pairwise generation for such a task.
As we saw in Table 14, the generated irrelevant
queries for FEVER were not grounded to the enti-
ties in the document. Therefore, we plan to explore
approaches to control the LLM generation along
multiple aspects such as relevance, diversity, task-
specific information. In future, we also plan to train
a retriever on the generated synthetic data, similar
to Promptagator, further improve the downstream
performance.

8 Limitations

In this paper, we evaluate the generated query qual-
ity by running the downstream model for each
QGen approach, which amounts to running a large
set of experiments across different tasks resulting
in computation and time cost. We believe that hav-
ing evaluation techniques which could simulate the
downstream performance without requiring to run
the downstream models every time, will save a lot
of compute and time for researchers exploring the
synthetic text generation space.

9 Statement of Ethics

The use of pretrained LLMs for language genera-
tion always carries the risk of bias propagation,
and since in this case, we are training a down-
stream model on the generated synthetic data, there
is a chance this risk propagates further down the
pipeline.
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A Appendix

A.1 Target Task Source

We aim to cover a balanced mixture of tasks
covering diverse task categories, domains, and
number of relevance labels. Since some of the
datasets used in BEIR are constantly updated,
to maintain reproducibility and consistency, we
download the datasets provided by BEIR authors
hosted on TFDS9. Although, BEIR has a total
of 18 datasets, with the exception of three cate-
gories Tweet-Retrieval, News Retrieval, Duplicate-
Question Retrieval and Citation Prediction, we in-
clude at least one dataset from the other five task
categories. Due to proprietary issues, datasets for
Tweet-Retrieval and News Retrieval were absent
from the TFDS library. We decided to exclude
Duplicate-Question Retrieval as the task focused
on query-query similarity which means there is no
document context as such to generate the query
from. Hence, for this work, we decided to focus on
tasks having a provided document context.

MS-MARCO released by Nguyen et al. (2016)
is constructed from Bing search logs comprising of
general purpose web query-document pairs. It com-
prises of 530,000 queries and 8 million passages,
covering two relevance labels, namely, relevant and
irrelevant.

TREC-COVID (Voorhees et al., 2021) consists
of scientific query-document pairs based on the
COVID-19 pandemic. It comprises of 171,332
passages, with a test set of 35,480 examples across
three relevance labels, namely, relevant (2.0), some-
what relevant (1.0) and irrelevant (0.0). The BEIR
task category for this dataset is Bio-medical IR.

FIQA-2018 (Maia et al., 2018) (Task-2) is
opinion-based question answering (QA) task.
BEIR mines 57,638 financial articles as the docu-
ment corpus, with a test set comprising of 1,706
relevant query-document examples. The BEIR task
category for this dataset is open-domain QA.

Touché20 (Bondarenko et al., 2020) (Task 1)
is a conversational argument retrieval task, with
382,545 documents constructed from the conclu-
sion and premise of arguments. The test set com-
prises of 2,099 query-document examples, cover-
ing three labels, namely, relevant (2.0), somewhat

9https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/
catalog/beir

relevant (1.0) and irrelevant (0.0). The BEIR task
category for this dataset is Argument Retrieval.

DBPedia (Hasibi et al., 2017) is an entity re-
trieval dataset, with 4,635,922 DBPedia English
articles. The test set has 40,724 query-document
examples, covering three labels, namely, relevant
(2.0), somewhat relevant (1.0) and irrelevant (0.0).
The BEIR task category is Entity Retrieval.

FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018) is a fact-
verification task, with 123,142 sentence claims as
queries and 5,416,568 Wikipedia abstracts as the
document corpus. The test set has 1,499 relevant
query-document examples. The BEIR task cate-
gory for this dataset is Fact Checking.

Climate-FEVER (Diggelmann et al., 2020) is
also a fact-verification task, with 5,416,593
Wikipedia abstracts, but with 1,535 real-world cli-
mate claims as queries. The test set has 1,344
relevant query-document examples. The BEIR task
category for this dataset is Fact Checking.

MIRACL (Zhang et al., 2023) is a multilingual
information retrieval dataset covering 18 languages,
based on Wikipedia with human-annotated query-
passage relevance judgements. We experiment with
only the English and Hindi portion of the dataset,
with the English dataset comprising of 32M pas-
sages and Hindi 506k passages. As before, we
randomly sample 50,000 passages for query genera-
tion. Since this is an ongoing challenge, gold labels
for the test set are not publicly released. Therefore,
we use the validation set as our test set, which com-
prises of 8,350 relevance judgements for English
and 3,494 for Hindi.

ESCI comprises of 2.6 million human-labeled
query-product relevance judgements, derived from
Amazon Search. The query-product pairs are rated
using four relevance labels: exact when the product
exactly matches the query specifications, substitute
when the product does not match exactly all re-
quirements but could be used as a valid substitute,
complement when the product could be used in
combination with the requested product, and irrel-
evant. ESCI is a multilingual dataset, including
query-products for English, Spanish, and Japanese.
We use the English portion of the training data for
our QGen experiments.

WANDS is also a shopping relevance dataset,
but derived from Wayfair Search, comprising of
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233,448 human-annotated query-product relevance
judgements, with 42,994 unique products. The rel-
evance labels are three-way, namely, exact-match
when the product exact satisfies the query require-
ments, partial-match when the product is relevant
to the query with respect to the main entity but dif-
fers in the exact modifiers requested, and irrelevant.
We use the entire dataset as our test split, and all of
the 42k products for query generation.

A.2 Model

QGen Model For all tasks, we select 10 query-
document examples from the MS-MARCO to cu-
rate the prompt (more details on prompt construc-
tion in subsection 3.2 and subsection 3.3). We
use temperature sampling to generate the outputs,
with temperature of 0.6 and beam size of 2. We
report the number of queries generated for each
step of the QGen process for all models in Ta-
ble 10 (GENERATE-RELEVANT-ONLY), Table 11
(LABEL-CONDITIONED), Table 9 (GENERATE-
PAIRWISE), and Table 12 (ITERATIVE-PAIRWISE).

Downstream Model As described in subsec-
tion 3.1, we train a mt5-XXL downstream model on
the generated data for each task. We train the mt5-
XXL model to run for at least 1 epoch of the train-
ing data, using a learning rate of 5e−05, batch size
of 64, input sequence length of 512, and Adafac-
tor optimzer. Note that we use a smaller model
for our downstream task as compared to our query
generation model, as a smaller downstream model
is more compute and time efficient, which is ex-
tremely important for real-world downstream appli-
cation, where the inference needs to be run several
times and often on large test sets. The downstream
model takes 2-3 hours to complete training, where
we use 128 TPU chips. For each QGen setting and
task, we need to run three models , namely, query
generation, query filtration and, downstream model.
Given that we run these models for 4 QGen settings
across 9 IR tasks, we ony report results for single
run.

A.3 QGen for Fine-grained Relevance
Prediction Setup

Query Filtration As described in subsection 2.3,
we prompt the model to generate the relevance la-
bel, and remove those queries whose predicted la-
bel does not match the label using which it was
generated. Earlier, we had use the LLM’s scor-
ing mode for filtration, in this setting, we directly

make the model generate the relevance label for a
faster inference. For scoring across four labels, the
LLM would have to make four calls for each input,
which is expensive when the generated queries are
O(100k).

A.4 Invalid Prompt Outputs
LLMs often generate invalid or useless outputs
(Qin et al., 2023). For the QGen experiments on
BEIR datasets, where queries were generated for
binary relevance labels, we find from Table 9, Ta-
ble 10, Table 11, and Table 12 that the percentage
of such invalid queries generated is nearly 100%
for GENERATE-RELEVANT-ONLY and LABEL-
CONDITIONED, while for GENERATE-PAIRWISE

and ITERATIVE-PAIRWISE it drops to 85% and
87% respectively. Some common reasons for such
invalid outputs are lack of ‘query’ or ‘label’ pre-
fix which causes incorrect parsing. For QGen
approaches where only one query output is ex-
pected (i.e. GENERATE-RELEVANT-ONLY and
LABEL-CONDITIONED) such issues are not that
common but for the other two approaches where
two queries need to be generated such errors are
observed more. We observe this issue more for
GENERATE-LABELS approach used in the fine-
grained relevance prediction case study, where the
model is expected to generate four queries for four
labels. In particular, we find 46% of generated
queries are invalid or useless which dramatically
reduces the synthetic data pool. We find that most
of these are deemed invalid because the LLM starts
generating garbage and does not adhere to the task
instruction, nearly all of the 46% invalid queries
are outputs where the LLM generates information
about a new product, its title and description which
is typically provided as input.
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Generate-Relevant-Only

Given a product generate a query that exactly matches the product specifications:

product: MOUNTAINTOP 40L Hiking Backpacks with Rain Cover for Women Men MOUNTAINTOP 40L Hiking Backpack,
A must have for hiking, camping, traveling and cycling, helps you reach the most epic views the world has to offer
query: mountaintop hiking pack

product: new product

Label-Conditioned

Given a product and desired relevance label generate a query that is appropriate for that relevance label.
The four relevance labels are ‘Exact’ which means that the item is relevant for the query,
and satisfies all the query specifications . ‘Substitute’ means that the item is somewhat relevant, i.e., it fails
to fulfill some aspects of the query but the item can be used as a functional substitute.
‘Complement’ means that the item does not fulfill the query, but could be used in combination with an exact item.
‘Irrelevant’ means that the item is irrelevant, or it fails to fulfill a central aspect of the query. Some examples are:

product: MOUNTAINTOP 40L Hiking Backpacks with Rain Cover for Women Men MOUNTAINTOP 40L Hiking Backpack,
A must have for hiking, camping, traveling and cycling, helps you reach the most epic views the world has to offer
label: Exact
query: mountaintop hiking pack

product: Office Chair Ergonomic Cheap Desk Chair Mesh
Computer Chair Lumbar Support Modern Executive Adjustable Stool Rolling Swivel Chair for Back Pain, Black
label: Substitute
query: office chair without wheels or lift

product: new product
label: Exact/Substitute/Complement/Irrelevant

Generate-Pairwise

Given a product and a desired relevance label, the task is to generate two unique query for each relevance label.
The four relevance labels are ’Exact’ which means that the item is relevant for the query, and satisfies all the query specifications . ’Substitute’ means that the
item is somewhat relevant, i.e., it fails
to fulfill some aspects of the query but the item can be used as a functional substitute.
’Complement’ means that the item does not fulfill the query, but could be used in combination with an exact item.
’Irrelevant’ means that the item is irrelevant, or it fails to fulfill a central aspect of the query.

product: MOUNTAINTOP 40L Hiking Backpacks with Rain Cover for Women Men MOUNTAINTOP 40L Hiking Backpack,
A must have for hiking, camping, traveling and cycling, helps you reach the most epic views the world has to offer
task: generate query1 for Exact and query2 for Substitute
query1: mountaintop hiking pack
query2: osprey jet 12

product: Office Chair Ergonomic Cheap Desk Chair Mesh
Computer Chair Lumbar Support Modern Executive Adjustable Stool Rolling Swivel Chair for Back Pain, Black
task: generate query1 for Substitute and query2 for Complement
query1: office chair without wheels or lift
query2: ergonimic foot stool

product: new product
task: generate query1 for label-1 and query2 for label-2

Generate-AllLabels

Given a product and a desired relevance label, the task is to generate a unique query for each relevance label.
The four relevance labels are ‘Exact’ which means that the item is relevant for the query, and satisfies all the query specifications . ‘Substitute’ means that the item
is somewhat relevant, i.e., it fails
to fulfill some aspects of the query but the item can be used as a functional substitute.
‘Complement’ means that the item does not fulfill the query, but could be used in combination with an exact item.
‘Irrelevant’ means that the item is irrelevant, or it fails to fulfill a central aspect of the query.

product: MOUNTAINTOP 40L Hiking Backpacks with Rain Cover for Women Men MOUNTAINTOP 40L Hiking Backpack,
A must have for hiking, camping, traveling and cycling, helps you reach the most epic views the world has to offer
Label: Exact Query: mountaintop hiking pack
Label: Substitute Query: osprey jet 12
Label: Complement Query: waterproof shoes hiking
Label: Irrelevant Query: mountaintop whitlow

product: new product

Table 6: Prompt formats for the different QGen models used in section 5.
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Generate-Relevant-Only

Given a passage from a web page, generate a search query for which the passage can be a perfect answer.

passage: Premature Ventricular Contractions (PVCs, PVC) Medical Definition of Cardiac stress testing, exercise.
Cardiac stress testing, exercise: The exercise cardiac stress testing (EST) is the most widely used cardiac (heart) screening test.
The patient exercises on a treadmill according to a standardized protocol, with progressive increases in the speed
and elevation of the treadmill (typically changing at three-minute intervals).
query: what is cardiac testing in medical terms

passage: new passage
query: relevant query

Label-Conditioned

Given a passage from a web page and a relevance label, generate a search query appropriate for that relevance level for that passage.
If the label is "relevant", the query should be such that the passage can be a perfect answer and if the label is "irrelevant" the query
should be such that the passage is not a perfect answer.

passage: Premature Ventricular Contractions (PVCs, PVC) Medical Definition of Cardiac stress testing, exercise.
Cardiac stress testing, exercise: The exercise cardiac stress testing (EST) is the most widely used cardiac (heart) screening test.
The patient exercises on a treadmill according to a standardized protocol, with progressive increases in the speed
and elevation of the treadmill (typically changing at three-minute intervals).
label: relevant
query: what is cardiac testing in medical terms

passage: Amazon Customer Service Whatever the issue, you’re going to want to get in touch with Amazon’s customer service department.
The easiest way to contact Amazon’s customer service department is by using their toll-free phone number at 1-888-280-4331.
label: irrelevant
query: amex customer service phone number

passage: new passage
label: relevant / irrelevant
query: relevant / irrelevant query

Generate-Pairwise

Given a passage from a web page, generate a search query for which the passage can be a perfect answer and
a search query for which the passage is not a perfect answer.

passage: Premature Ventricular Contractions (PVCs, PVC) Medical Definition of Cardiac stress testing, exercise.
Cardiac stress testing, exercise: The exercise cardiac stress testing (EST) is the most widely used cardiac (heart) screening test.
The patient exercises on a treadmill according to a standardized protocol, with progressive increases in the speed
and elevation of the treadmill (typically changing at three-minute intervals).
query1: what is cardiac testing in medical terms
query2: how soon exercise after heart stent

passage: Amazon Customer Service Whatever the issue, you’re going to want to get in touch with Amazon’s customer service department.
The easiest way to contact Amazon’s customer service department is by using their toll-free phone number at 1-888-280-4331.
query1: what is amazon phone number customer service
query2: amex customer service phone number

passage: new passage
query1: relevant query
query2: irrelevant query

Table 7: Prompt formats for the different QGen models used in section 3.
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QGen Model en hi

Baseline Generate-Relevant-Only 77175 72874
Label-Conditioned 106107 104850

Ours Generate-Pairwise 181116 170805
Iterative-Pairwise 77788 77897

Table 8: Number of synthetic query-passage relevance
judgements generated on the MIRACL datasets.
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QGen Inputs Process QGen Outputs Training Data
Dataset Prompt Requested Valid Query Filtered Query Train Irrelevant Relevant % Valid % Valid Irrelevant / Relevant

Inputs Queries Outputs Outputs Examples Examples Examples Queries Examples

trec-covid 128821 257642 457072 257204 257204 85385 171819 0.89 0.5 0.5
touche 50001 100002 168370 88295 88295 67495 20800 0.84 0.44 3.24
dbpedia 50001 100002 167317 93655 93655 73587 20068 0.84 0.47 3.67
climate-fever 50001 100002 166364 88872 88872 76488 12384 0.84 0.44 6.18
fiqa 57013 114026 199491 109593 109593 72296 37297 0.87 0.48 1.94
fever 50001 100002 166047 88696 88696 76864 11832 0.83 0.44 6.5

Table 9: We report the data statistics for each step of GENERATE-PAIRWISE model for all datasets. c

QGen Inputs Process QGen Outputs Training Data
Dataset Prompt Requested Valid Query Filtered Query Train Irrelevant Relevant % Valid % Valid Irrelevant / Relevant

Inputs Queries Outputs Outputs Examples Examples Examples Queries Examples

trec-covid 128821 257642 257497 197995 360465 162470 197995 0.99 0.77 0.82
touche 50001 100002 96003 25598 51196 25598 25598 0.96 0.26 1.0
dbpedia 50001 100002 100001 24064 46198 22134 24064 0.99 0.24 0.92
climate-fever 50001 100002 99978 14171 27208 13037 14171 0.99 0.14 0.92
fiqa 57013 114026 113536 22182 43814 21002 22182 0.99 0.19 0.95
fever 50001 100002 99970 13793 26585 12792 13793 0.99 0.14 0.93

Table 10: We report the data statistics for each step of GENERATE-RELEVANT-ONLY model for all datasets. The
% of valid queries refers to the percentage of valid queries after the query generation step while the % of valid
examples is after the filtration step.

QGen Inputs Process QGen Outputs Training Data
Dataset Prompt Requested Valid Query Filtered Query Train Irrelevant Relevant % Valid % Valid Irrelevant / Relevant

Inputs Queries Outputs Outputs Examples Examples Examples Queries Examples

trec-covid 257642 515284 515258 305238 305238 117693 190485 0.99 0.59 0.62
touche 100002 200004 199992 103542 103542 78561 26697 0.99 0.52 2.94
dbpedia 100002 200004 200000 105665 105665 85981 22129 0.99 0.53 3.89
climate-fever 100002 200004 199987 103043 103043 91465 13558 0.99 0.52 6.75
fiqa 114026 228052 228052 118615 118615 71905 47289 0.99 0.52 1.52
fever 100002 200004 199986 102924 102924 91879 12970 0.99 0.51 7.08

Table 11: We report the data statistics for each step of LABEL-CONDITIONED model for all datasets. The % of
valid queries refers to the percentage of valid queries after the query generation step while the % of valid examples
is after the filtration step.

QGen Inputs Process QGen Outputs Training Data
Dataset Prompt Requested Relevant Query Irrelevant Train Irrelevant % Valid % Valid Irrelevant / Relevant

Inputs Queries Outputs Query Requested Outputs Examples Queries Examples

trec-covid 128821 257642 197995 404323 287490 485485 0.71 0.94 1.45
touche 50001 100002 25598 50524 39379 64977 0.77 0.32 1.54
dbpedia 50001 100002 24064 47980 41748 65812 0.87 0.33 1.73
climate-fever 50001 100002 14171 28218 28555 42726 1.0 0.21 2.02
fiqa 57013 114026 22182 44018 38749 60931 0.88 0.27 1.75
fever 50001 100002 13793 27485 27877 41670 1.0 0.21 2.02

Table 12: We report the data statistics for each step of ITERATIVE-PAIRWISE model for all datasets. The % of
valid queries refers to the percentage of valid queries after the query generation step while the % of valid examples
is after the filtration step.
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Because political parties control primary elections, I would not need to explain what
party bosses are given substantial power chopsticks are. I assume the position that
and authority in making decisions that a set of chopsticks is a superior
lead to the election of the next president.This is undemocratic. eating utensil to a fork.

Generate-Relevant-Only
relevant: why primary elections are undemocratic why are chopsticks superior to forks
irrelevant: how do superdelegates undermine the democratic party chop sticks are better than forks

Label-Conditioned
relevant: why are political parties undemocratic why is chopsticks better than fork?
irrelevant: why are political parties bad what are the best eating utensils

Generate-Pairwise
relevant: why are primaries undemocratic are chopsticks superior to a fork
irrelevant: why is voting not democratic why chopsticks are better than knife

Iterative-Pairwise
relevant: why primary elections are undemocratic why are chopsticks superior to forks
irrelevant: why primary elections what is the best utensil for eating

Table 13: We compare the generated queries across different QGen models for the Touché dataset. The first
row denotes the passage snippets used for the query generation. Note for the GENERATE-RELEVANT-ONLY the
irrelevant queries are not specifically generated rather the generated relevant queries are paired with retrieved
documents.

The Painter and The Buyer is a 1565 pen and ink on Mateut,i is a commune in Rezina District, Moldova.
brown paper painting by Flemish artist Pieter Bruegel It is composed of a single village , Mateut,i .
the Elder. The alternative title is The Artist
and The Connoisseur.The painter is thought
to be a self-portrait of Pieter Bruegel the Elder.

Generate-Relevant-Only
relevant: what is the painter and the buyer painting what is mateuti
irrelevant: who is drew halfmann what is dancu district in moldova

Label-Conditioned
relevant: who is painter in painter and buyer what is mateuti
irrelevant: what is the difference between a painting and a picture how to read vitamin labels

Generate-Pairwise
relevant: is painter and the buyer a 1565 pen and ink on what is mateuti
brown paper painting by Flemish artist Pieter Bruegel the Elder
irrelevant: what is the name of the painter what is the most common name in the world

Iterative-Pairwise
relevant: what is the painter and the buyer painting what is mateuti
irrelevant: what is the painter and the buyer about what is oxegen

Table 14: We compare the generated queries across different QGen models for the FEVER dataset. The first
row denotes the passage used for the query generation. Note for the GENERATE-RELEVANT-ONLY the relevant
queries are not specifically generated rather the generated relevant queries are paired with retrieved documents.
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rangeworthy 67 ” genuine leather tuxedo arm loveseat stainless steel modern pull 3 3/4 ” center to centerfinger pull

Generate-Relevant-Only
exact: leather sofa for living room stainless steel modern pull
not-exact: 67 ” leather loveseat stainless steel pull

Label-Conditioned
exact: leather couch stainless steel pull
substitute: - -
complement: leather sectional for small space best kitchen cabinet hardware
irrelevant: baby girl shoes baby crib

Generate-Pairwise
exact: leather sectional furniture black stainless steel door pulls
substitute: red leather lounge chair stainless steel door knob
complement: leather recliner for senior -
irrelevant: leather chair for gaming 4 in 1 baby car seat

Generate-AllLabels
exact: tuxedo arm loveseat stainless steel modern pull 3 3/4 ” center to centerfinger pull
substitute: leather couch 70 inches black modern drawer pulls
complement: - -
irrelevant: - black modern furniture

Table 15: We compare the generated queries for different QGEn models for the WANDS dataset. Note, exemplars
from ESCI are used for the query generation. The first row denotes the WANDS product used for the query
generation.
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